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tectonic synopsis and petroleum geology of the Peekaboo 
corner to Sussex area, southeastern new Brunswick – 

preliminary results from 2012 field mapping
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In the Sussex to Peekaboo Corner area of southern New 
Brunswick, the oil- and gas- bearing members of the Lower 
Carboniferous Albert Formation (Horton Group) have been 
affected by multiple episodes of tectonism during the Late 
Devonian to Late Carboniferous, approximately 383 to 320  
million years ago. Recent fieldwork and seismic analysis in 
the study area have revealed that branches or splays from 
the Ratter Road Fault cross and offset the older, northeast-
trending Kennebecasis Fault in the Peekaboo Corner area. 
The main trunk of the Ratter Road Fault displaced strata 
in the Sussex area and extends several kilometres farth 
northward than previously thought. Field and magnetic 
data suggest that the Penobsquis fault system in the McCully 
Field region is a major easterly splay of the Ratter Road Fault, 
which initiates in the Sussex area. New geological maps and 
cross sections illustrate the original Horton basin-forming 
faults and potential structural and stratigraphic traps in the 
study area.

Several new measured stratigraphic sections and new 
ichnology and paleontological analysis were completed 
during the 2012 field season. A preliminary observation is 
that the depositional environment of the Horton Group may 
have been subjected to periodic exposure to more marine 
conditions in the study area.

Approximately 1.3 km southeast of the town of Apohaqui, 
a newly discovered quarry in the Albert Formation reveals 
dark organic shales which exhibit oil seeps and burn when 
exposed to flame. In general, there is direct surface evidence 
of an active hydrocarbon system in the central study area 
that extends over a distance of 20 km. Work is continuing 
on organic geochemical analyses, paleontology, seismic 
interpretation, and geological compilation to produce 
revised New Brunswick Department of Natural Resources 
plates and reports.
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